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General 1-player games
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Rosemary's set of strategies E
= &W, gb

Colin's set of strategies =20, 93
Write out Rosemary's payoff function Up : RXC

-> R

Write out Colin's payoff function 42 : RxC-> I



Does or example have any
Nash equilibria ?
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How can we systematically and quickly find
a Pure Nash equilibrium .

-





Recap quiz (paraphrased defus/theorems)

Consider on LP in standard equation form

maximise

subject to A = b
,
270 .

An extreme point solution is a solution

such thata cannot be written as

Where
, I are distinct

and

* E
-

A basic feasible solution is a solution
-

in which the entries of
--

correspond to columns of A
.

Last time we proved two results
① Every LP (in standard equation form)

has an solution that is on

solution (provided it has
at least one Solution)

.

② Given on LP in Standard equation form

every Solution is an

solution and vice versa.

(proot not completed)
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Basic terminology

strategy , outcome, payoff matrix, zero-sum game,

mixed strategy

What is a pure Nash equilibrium in words/symbols ?

What is the security level of a strategy in words/symbols ?

What is best security level for a player ?

How are they related ?



How do we compute expected pay off
When players use mixed strategy

What is a mixed Nash equilibrium in words/symbols ?

What is the security level of a mixed strategy
in words/symbols

How are they related.
How do we write LP's to find Optimal mixed Strategy ?

i. e. mixed strategy with best security.
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